
What is the MSActivator™?

MSActivator™ is the leading Integrated Automation Platform (IAP) engineered by UBiqube for the 

continuous design of any IT infrastructure automation process. It is composed of Integration and 

Automation Modules. The Integration Module is used by infrastructure engineers to onboard / integrate 

the wide spectrum of related vendors and systems involved in any given IT solution, i.e. cloud 

technologies (public/private, containers, etc.), networks systems (virtual and physical, optical, 5G, etc.), 

security systems, IoT systems and devices, etc. The Automation Module provides the IT automation 

developer with a unified development environment for process design without concern for the 

underlying infrastructure technologies / vendors used, enabling an evergreen design.

Get Free Trial Watch Video

Time To Automate Security.

https://youtu.be/qAesstpSWO0
https://ubiqube.com/jp/free-trial/


Automation
Most companies claim their systems are automated but 
what does that mean to you? MSActivator™ (MSA) 
features two automation layers designed for different 
degrees of abstraction that ensure maximum flexibility. 
The workflow layer addresses domain-specific scenarios 
which can be highly technically scripted, appealing to 
DevOps and SecOps engineers. The BPM layer offers a 
visual workflow editor to make MSA a strong SOAR 
contender for business process design which appeals to 
realities and are not enshrined in vendor-specific 
boundaries. Maximum security remediation policies can 
be applied as engineers creatively imagine a process 
applied to all domains involved (security, routing, 
switching, cloud hosting, etc.). MSA offers a vendor and 
domain agnostic approach which ensures an evergreen, 
agile, evolving business security strategy can be applied 
and invoked with ease.

Integration
Lack of integration is probably the biggest source of 
security gaps on the digital transformation horizon. It 
is also what reduces the automation scope and 
drives opex inflation. MSActivator™ (MSA) addresses 
this by equipping DevOps and SecOps engineers with 
an integration toolkit to onboard any device, any 
function, with no domain or vendor limitation, into any 
automation process. This now makes security 
ubiquitous, which is what is required in evolving, 
multi-functional domains. With MSA integration 
means taking any entity (router, firewall, server, 
sensor, VNF, SDN, even non-native API entities) and 
consuming their management function to allow a 
broad yet deep level of security across all entities. 
This means automation is at last possible.
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